
A Powerful Companion
Engineered to deliver a stunning 1200 lumens of brilliant, clear light, this
versatile lamp is a must-have for professionals and DIY enthusiasts alike.
With a powerful 10W COB LED and a color temperature of 6400K, the Elwis
Craftsman 1200R offers a remarkable level of brightness and clarity, that
enhances your ability to tackle intricate tasks with precision. Whether you're
repairing, crafting, or working in tight spaces, the 1200 lumens will ensure
every detail is illuminated to perfection.

Tailored Brightness Control
Experience unparalleled flexibility with the stepless dimming feature,
allowing you to adjust the luminosity from an impressive 1200 lumens down
to a subtle 80 lumens. You can adapt the lighting intensity to your specific
needs, and achieve the perfect ambiance for any situation.

Extended Working Hours
Say goodbye to interruptions due to battery life constraints. The Elwis
Craftsman 1200R offers an impressive battery life, of 2 to 15 hours,
depending on the selected lumens setting. Therefore, you will have 
plenty of time to complete all tasks and intricate projects.

Secure Mounting Options
Designed with your convenience in mind, the Elwis Craftsman 1200R
features both built-in magnets and durable hooks for added flexibility and
easy attachment to various surfaces. Whether you're attaching it to a
metallic workbench or hanging it securely in your workspace, you can trust
reliable fastening mechanisms to keep your lamp in place.

Charging and Protection
Keep your productivity flowing seamlessly with the Elwis Craftsman 1200R's
USB-C rechargeable functionality. connect to a USB power source, and your
lamp will be ready for action in just 5 hours. The IP44 protection rating
ensures resistance against dust and water splashes, giving you peace of
mind when working in challenging conditions.

Introducing the Elwis Craftsman 1200R: The Ultimate Work and Bonnet
Lamp Companion. the Elwis Craftsman 1200R is a cutting-edge work
and bonnet lamp designed to enhance and improve your work. 

STEPLESS DIMMING FUNCTION
MAGNET & HOOK MOUNTING
FLEXIBLE 180° BENDING

SPECIAL FEATURES

RECOMMENDED USE
PROFESSIONAL
HEAVY DUTY
DIY 

PACKAGING "PRO SERIES" DESIGN BOX
 CARTON MATERIALS

CRAFTSMAN 1200R


